
US Military Officers Guilty of 
'Dishonesty And Deception' At All 
Levels, finds damning official report  

 Shock 52-page report finds dishonesty at all levels in the 
U.S. Army  

 Warns officers have become 'ethically numb' and urges 
quick action  

 Says leaders 'espouse lofty values' but slog 'through mire 
of dishonesty'  

 Finds personnel expect requested information to be 
'questionable'  

 But notes staff are 'happy to go along with the illusion all 
is well'   

By Flora Drury For Mailonline  

Published: 08:55 EST, 20 February 2015 | Updated: 09:51 EST, 20 
February 2015  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2961620/US-military-
officers-resort-lying-deception-levels-finds-damning-official-
report.html 

(Personal experience as both enlisted and officer, USAF, '56-
'77; Yes, such "ethical corruption" is endemic and, as I see it, 
stems from our country's "leaders" not being honest with what 
gets the U.S. into war - ANY war - as numerous independent 
studies have shown. On the other hand, the same thing is 
found in industry, where the production floor and the "head 
sheds" speak in different languages, although the industry 
situation isn't as much based on outright lies (as between 
political "leaders" and military brass, then on down the chain) 
as it seems to be on "personal survival" and "spin." ~ Don 
Chapin) 
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A damning official report claims dishonesty within the U.S. military 
is so endemic that everyone assumes they are being lied to at all 
times. 

The shock report calls on officials to 'urgently confront the 
corrupting influence of dishonesty' within the army, warning 
officers have become 'ethically numb'. 

The situation has become so bad, the executive summary concludes 
it has 'allowed leaders to espouse lofty professional values while 
slogging through the mire of dishonesty and deceit'.  

Dishonesty: The report claims dishonesty is endemic in the army on 
all levels, discovering personnel expect to not be told the truth at 
certain points, and accusing officers of becoming 'ethically numb' 
(Stock picture) 

The report's executive summary also claims 'much of the deception 
and dishonesty... is actually encouraged and sanctioned by the 
military institution'. 

Report authors Leonard Wong and Stephen J. Gerras say it is often 
justified one of three ways: 'mission accomplishment', 'supporting 
the troops' or that the task or reporting requirement is 
unreasonable or 'dumb'. 

They go onto note lying and 'adjusting the truth' is so common, 
military personnel who order a report do not trust its content. 

The report authors, who interviewed staff at all levels in the army in 
order to compile the 53-page document, state: 'It appears that a 
peculiar situation where those requesting the information, and 
those supplying it know that the information is questionable.' 

However, they add, personnel are 'happy to go along with the 
illusion all is well'.   

Concerns: Former U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel sent a 
memo to military leaders before he stepped down from his post 
asking to deal with 'unethical or morally questionable behaviour' 



The report, created for the Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. 
Army War College Press, say comes just a week after departing 
Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel's final words of advice to senior 
military staff were to sort out 'unethical behaviour', 

According to CNN, Hagel wrote: 'The vast majority of our senior 
leaders are men and women who have earned the special trust and 
confidence afforded them by the American people. 

'However, when senior leaders forfeit this trust through 
unprofessional, unethical or morally questionable behavior, their 
actions have an enormously negative effect on the profession.'  

Read more:  

 Study: 'U.S. Army officers lie' routinely - CNN.com  (below) 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
2961620/US-military-officers-resort-lying-deception-levels-finds-
damning-official-report.html#ixzz3SUvFu3gQ  
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Study: 'U.S. Army officers lie' routinely  

By Jeremy Diamond, CNN 

Updated 2043 GMT (0443 HKT) February 19, 2015 

http://edition.cnn.com/2015/02/19/politics/army-ethics-lying-
report/index.html 

Washington (CNN)U.S. Army officers often resort to "evasion and 
deception," and everyone at the Pentagon knows it, according to a 
new study conducted by the U.S. Army War College. 

"In other words, in the routine performance of their duties as 
leaders and commanders, U.S. Army officers lie," reads the study, 
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which was conducted by the War College's Strategic Studies 
Institute. 

The 33-page report, compiled following interviews with officers 
across the Army, concluded that the Army's culture is rife with 
"dishonesty and deception" at all levels of the institution -- from the 
most junior members to senior Army officials. 

The study's results come after Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel -- 
who officially left his post Tuesday -- had raised concerns over 
ethics in the military. Rear Adm. John Kirby, the Pentagon's press 
secretary, said two weeks ago that Hagel was "deeply troubled" over 
a spate of ethics investigations in the military. 

"I think he's generally concerned that there could be at least at 
some level a breakdown in ethical behavior and in the 
demonstration of moral courage," Kirby said of Hagel. 

And last week, days before Defense Secretary Ash Carter succeeded 
him, Hagel wrote a memo to the U.S. military's most senior leaders 
emphasizing the need for increased accountability and a higher 
standard for ethical behavior -- including among the military's 
senior leaders. 

"The vast majority of our senior leaders are men and women who 
have earned the special trust and confidence afforded them by the 
American people. However, when senior leaders forfeit this trust 
through unprofessional, unethical or morally questionable behavior, 
their actions have an enormously negative effect on the profession," 
Hagel wrote. 

Hagel urged the military leaders to "strengthen your cultures" and 
"assess gaps and close them." 

The senior officials who received the memo likely didn't learn 
anything new as the War College's study published this week 
indicated that senior leaders -- both civilian and uniformed -- also 
take part in the dishonesty and ethically questionable behavior, or 
are at least aware of that behavior. 



The study describes a "culture where deceptive information is both 
accepted and commonplace" and where senior officials don't trust 
the information and data receive -- such as compliance with certain 
Army training requirements or forms outlining how a mission was 
carried out. 

But Army officers are faced with an increasing number of 
requirements and bureaucratic hoops, according to the study, and 
rather than work with a rigid military brass to reform a burdensome 
bureaucracy, officers will simply sidestep those requirements, lying 
on forms and often rationalizing their answers. 

The result? "Officers become ethically numb," explains the study, 
which was conducted by Leonard Wong, a research professor at the 
Strategic Studies Institute and retired Army officer, and behavioral 
sciences Professor Stephen Gerras, who held company and 
battalion command roles during his 25 years in the Army. 

"Eventually, their signature and word become tools to maneuver 
through the Army bureaucracy rather than symbols of integrity and 
honesty," the researchers wrote. "This desensitization dilutes the 
seriousness of an officer's word and allows what should be an 
ethical decision to fade into just another way the Army does 
business." 

The study also comes after a string of high-profile ethics scandals 
involving senior military leadership in recent years, from a cheating 
scandal involving nuclear missile officers last year and a still-
ongoing federal investigation into one of the biggest corruption 
affairs in the Navy's history. 

CNN's Barbara Starr contributed to this report. 
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